
Grammars. BackusNaur Form

In an analyse of languages we distinguish
> Syntactic - the set of rules that define the combinations of symbols that are considered to be correctly

structured,
> Semantic - the study of meaning,
> Pragmatics - a subfield of linguistics which studies the ways in which context contributes to meaning.

In our classes we will focus only on syntactic, the set of grammatical rules governing correct word-order.

Every language is based on some alphabet:
Alphabet V = {v0, ..., vn} - set of symbols or letters, e.g. characters or digits.
Word over an alphabet V - any finite sequence, or string, of letters from alphabet.
Empty word ε - word of length 0.
Formal language V ∗ - set of all words over the alphabet V .
Language - any subset V ∗ of a set V .
Syntactic - rules for building correct sentences in given language.

Example: If V = {a, b}, then V ∗ = {e, a, b, aa, ab, bb, aaa, aab, ...}.

A formal grammar (sometimes simply called a grammar) is a set of rules for forming strings in a formal
language.
Formally a grammar G is a 4-tuple: G =< V, T, P, S >
— V - a finite set of terminals, disjoint from V , which make up the actual content of the sentence.The

set of terminals is the alphabet of the language defined by the grammar,
— T - a finite set of non-terminal characters or variables. They represent different types of phrase or

clause in the sentence.Each variable represents a language,
— P - productions – a relation from V to(V ∪Σ)∗ such that ∃w ∈ (V ∪Σ)∗ : (S,w) ∈ R. These relations

called productions or rewrite rules,
— S - the start variable (or start symbol), used to represent the whole sentence (or program). It must

be an element of V .
We will focus on context-free grammars (CFG) is a grammar in which every production rule is of

the form

V → w

where V is a single nonterminal symbol, and w is a string of terminals and/or nonterminals (possibly
empty).

The language of a grammar G = (V ,Σ , R , S ) is the set

L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗ : S ∗⇒ w}

Example:

For the language V ∗ = {1, 11, 111, ...}, grammar used to generate words in this language is equal:
Alphabet = {1}
Start variable: S

Productions (rewriting rules): S → 1 (1)

S → S1 (2)

Example : 1 : S
1⇒ 1 (3)

111 : S
2⇒ S1 2⇒ S11 1⇒ 111 (4)

To generate a string of terminal symbols from a CFG, we: a) Begin with a string consisting of the
start symbol; b) Apply one of the productions with the start symbol on the left hand side, replacing the
start symbol with the right hand side of the production; c) Repeat the process of selecting non-terminal
symbols in the string, and replacing them with the right hand side of some corresponding production,
until all non-terminals have been replaced by terminal symbols.
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BackusNaur Form

BackusNaur Form (BNF) is a metasyntax used to express context-free grammars: that is, a formal
way to describe formal languages. John Backus and Peter Naur developed a context free grammar to
define the syntax of a programming language by using two sets of rules: i.e., lexical rules and syntactic
rules.

BNF is widely used as a notation for the grammars of computer programming languages, instruction
sets and communication protocols, as well as a notation for representing parts of natural language gram-
mars. Many textbooks for programming language theory and/or semantics document the programming
language in BNF.

The meta-symbols of BNF are:
Non-terminal characters, terminals, productions
< > - angle brackets used to surround category names
instead of → it use ::= - meaning „is defined as”
| - meaning „or”
{}n0 - repeating 0 or more times

Example 1: Production rules where sequences of symbols is a natural number:

<zero>::= 0
Exemplary value: 0
<digit excluding zero>::= 1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9
Exemplary value: 1, 2, 3
<digit>::= <zero> | <digit excluding zero>
Exemplary value: 0, 1, 2, 3
<sequence of digits>::= <digit> | <digit><sequence of digits>
Exemplary value: 0, 1, 01, 23, 45, 99, 10023, 000001
<natural number>::= <digit> | <digit excluding zero><sequence of digits>
Exemplary value: 0, 1, 2, 3456, 406, 556066

Example 2: Below is an example of a CFG put in BackusNaur form, which generates binary numbers:

<binary number> ::=<binary number><digit>
<binary number> ::=<digit>
<digit> ::= 0|1

Grammar then is equal to:

G = {V, T, P, S}
V = {0, 1},
T = {<binary number>, <digit>},
P = {<binary number> ::=<binary number><digit>;

<binary number> ::=<digit> ;
<digit> ::= 0|1},

S =<binary number>.

Tasks for Exercises

Task 1
Define grammar which generates L(G) = {anbn : n ∈ N}.

Task 2
Define grammar which generates L(G) = {w : w ∈ {a, b}∗ ∧ w = wR}, language of all palindromes

(words that can be read the same way in either direction).
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Task 3
Define grammar which generates L(G) = {akblcn : k, l, n ∈ N}, and make the same for k = m.

Task 4
Define grammar which generates all even binary numbers.

Task 5
You have given:
G =< V, T, P, S >
V = {a, b}
T = {S,A}
Produkctions:
S → aAS | a
A→ SbA | SS | ba
Does a word aabbaa belongs to L(G)? to prove it You must check that a) Word can be generate starting
from S and using other productions. b) Word can be generate using smbols from T .

Task 6
You have given: G = (V, T, P, S)
V = {a, b},
T = {A,B, S},
P = {P : S → aSB|aAS|abS|Sba|ab

A→ aa
B → bb},

S = C

Do words aababbabb, aaaaabbb, aaaabbba are proper elements of L(G)?

Additional information

There would be some taks in the final alike tasks 1− 4 and one alike tasks 5− 6.
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